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The B G News
January 8, 1982

Bowling Green State University

Friday

Poland:

Lack of respect

Regime accuses
Solidarity
of confrontation

GSS President
lists problems
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter
The concerns and needs of University graduate students are
many, says Graduate Student Senate President, Jon Rice, who is
frustrated in realizing that most of
their grievances are given little or
no priority by some of the departments and colleges.
"Graduate students have a very
difficult situation set up for them at
the University academically, socially and economically," he said.
"I don't think the University does
enough to acclimate the graduate
student to this environment."
Rice believes the major problem
facing graduate students is the
lack of respect and acceptance
from both the departments they
work for and from the undergraduate community.
"IT SEEMS THAT the words
'graduate student' have become
synonymous with being stupid. In
many departments they don't give
credit for experience. A graduate
student tries to express learned
material but is shut off or not taken
seriously. It's a tough situation,"
he said.
"Many departments don't tap all
resources and utilize their (graduate students) experience. Instead,
a graduate student teaches basic
level courses, does book work and
cleans out cabinets."
Rice stresses that some departments fail to understand that the
real reason why a graduate student
goes back to school is to further his
education and not to make money.
"We realize we're here for an
education and the teaching helps
us. Even though it is a small
amount of money, we're still getting an education.
"IN SOME DEPARTMENTS
they become so overzealous as us
being cheap labor that they overburden us, so that the contracts
and teaching classes become our
primary concern and school work
becomes our secondary concern."
Many times it is difficult for a
graduate student to juggle teaching time and attend rus or her
classes, Rice said. Often, profes-

sors forget that graduate students
have come back to the University
seeking higher education, he
added.
Because graduate students are
expected to teach courses in a
Erofessional manner, they should
e treated as equals, not inferiors,
especially when it comes to paychecks, he said.
"Some students teach five 300level courses plus have their own
class loads and make only about
sl,800 a year," he said.
ANOTHER PROBLEM facing
graduate students comes at tax
time. Graduate students receive no
benefits such as help with dental
and doctor bills, but are still required to pay taxes on their earnings each year.
Rice said the University has chosen not to recognize them as emSloyees so they don't have to pay
lem benefits. Instead, the University considers the money the graduate student earns as a stipend
scholarship award. Rice questions
why the student should have to pay
taxes on the scholarship. The IRS
has no answers, he said.
There are also smaller concerns,
such as the lack of graduate student housing facilities.
"MOST OF THE STUDENTS are
married and have families," he
said."They come to Bowling Green
and are put into an apartment
complex that is not well constructed, not a family environment
and not suited for the student himself."
Solutions to the problem are not
easy, he says, but some alternatives to typical apartment life are
in the making.
"Graduate housing is a tough
problem to get into. With University enrollment going down,
they're not going to start to build
more dormitories and apartments," he said.
One solution Rice is working on
involves the University Housing
office. He has suggested to them
that if space becomes available in
the dorms, it should be opened to
graduate students. He has also
requested the Housing office to call
the Senate office if there are any
openings in the dorms.

Jon Rice

stall photo by Dale Omori

Poland's military rulers said soldiers were working in factories,
mines and farms and "protecting"
transport yesterday, and accused the
Solidarity union of planning to confront the Communist regime with
spikes, gasoline bombs and barricades.
The report of soldiers on the job
indicated large-scale worker boycotts. Underground Solidarity letters
have urged passive resistance, but
Warsaw television said a Solidarity
document called for confrontation.
It said the document proposed using
"special spikes" against government
venicles, blocking troop movement
with barricades, using gasoline
bombs, seizing weapons ana obtaining aims from the United States,
France and Britain.
THE DOCUMENT, prepared before
the imposition of martial law in December, also called for disruption of
radio and TV programs, establishment of Solidarity channels of communication including short-wave
radio operators, and using church
services for "propaganda purposes,"
the official broadcast said.
Solidarity was accused of subversive contacts with the CIA and other
Western intelligence agencies in an
article yesterday in the army daily
Zolnierz Wolnosci, Associated Press
correspondent Thomas Netter reported in a dispatch subject to
censorship.
Normal communications with Poland have not been restored, telephone service within the country is
still restricted and journalists are not
allowed to travel, making it difficult
or impossible to confirm reports
reaching the West. News organizations have been monitoring official
news media and piecing together accounts from travelers, diplomats and
others.
THE CZECHOSLOVAK news
agency CTK reported that 25,000 Soviet, Hungarian and Czechoslovak
troops would conduct joint military
maneuvers Jan. 25-30 in western
Czechoslovakia, near East Germany.
The site of the war games is not far
from the Polish border, but there was
no immediate indication of a connection with the turmoil and martial law
in Poland.
Poland's Communist Party Central
Committee said anti-corruption laws
would be enforced to keep high officials from abusing their posts for
personal gain.

U.S. Steel begins takeover of Marathon Oil stock
NEW YORK (AP) - After seven
weeks of legal tug-of-war with Mobil
Corp., the smaller U.S. Steel Corp.
bought a controlling interest in Marathon Oil Co. yesterday as the first
step toward creating the nation's 12th
largest industrial concern.
Tne long and costly fight over the
Findlay, Ohio-based oil company climaxed Wednesday with Mobil's eleventh hour plea to Chief Justice
Warren Burger for a temporary halt
to U.S. Steers bid. Just hours before
the steel company's deadline to start
buying Marathon shares, Burger rejected Mobil's request.
At 12:01 a.m. EST yesterday, a U.S.
Steel executive in Pittsburgh placed a
telephone call to the company's bank
in New York, giving the go-ahead to
begin buying 30 million Marathon

shares for $125 apiece as part of a twostep transaction valued at about $6.2
billion.
"THE DEED'S been done," said
Andrew Staursky, a spokesman for
the steel company.
. U.S. Steel's purchase of 51 percent
of Marathon's stock, plus its plans to
buy the rest for U.S. Steel notes,
marks the second largest takeover in
American corporate history. The
largest was Du Pont Co.'s $7.8 billion
purchase of Conoco Inc. last summer,
another fight in which Mobil came up
a loser.
The deal, which was sought out by
Marathon to foil Mobil, will raise U.S.
Steel from No. 19 among American
industrial companies to No. 12,
ranked just behind Atlantic Richfield
Co. and one notch ahead of Shell Oil
Co.

But despite their success there was
no rush to celebrate at either Marathon or U.S. Steel headquarters,
Berhaps because both companies beeve they have not heard the last
from Mobil.
UNLESS the Federal Trade Commission stepped in, Mobil would be
free to start buying up to 25 percent of
VS. Steel's stock, or 21.8 million
shares, today under terms of an application Mobil filed with the government last Dec. 9.
The FTC was still studying Mobil's
application yesterday and had not
decided on an action, spokesman Neal
Friedman said. Under federal securities laws, the FTC could either reauest more information from Mobil or
o nothing. If it did not act, Mobil
would be free to begin buying the
shares. If it sought more information.

Board prepares for elections
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
Distribution of election fact
sheets and informational sessions
for candidates are being planned
as the Elections and Opinions
Board prepares for the next election of student government officers
and representatives.
Fact sheets with requirements
for candidates running in the election will be distributed to resident
advisers and organizational leaders.
The sheets also will have a map
of the breakdown of each district.
The new student government structure divides the University into
separate districts, including an offcampus district and each district

will have a representative in the
General Assembly.
THE SHEETS will be circulating
by Monday at the latest, Bruce
Jacobs, publicity board chairman,
said.
Candidates and persons interested in running for a position may
have the opportunity next week to
meet with members of the Ohio
Student Association, an organization of students at state schools in
Ohio who work to strengthen student governments. Members from
Youngstown State University, Miami University and Ohio State University have been invited to discuss
what student government does at
each of their institutions.
Persons interested in running
must pick up petitions at the Stu-

dent Government office, 405 Student Services Bldg. These persons
must turn the petitions with 25
student signatures into the office
by Wednesday, Jan. 13, by 5 p.m.
THE BOARD also is looking for
pollworkers for the election, which
will be held on Jan. 20-21. Sixtyfour workers are needed to work
two hours during the election days.
A meeting for pollworkers will be
held Tuesday, Jan. 19, at 7:30 p.m.
The location will be announced.
Students can vote at the University Union, Memorial Hall, and
Moseley Hall from 9 a.m. until 5
p.m., and at the Library and the
Student Recreation Center from 610:30 p.m.
Voters will pick their choice for
president and vice president, and
continued on pay* 3

Alvin Silber, energy anaMobil would be required to wait an ver,"atsaid
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
additional 20 days from the time it lyst
Silber doubted Mobil would carry
supplied the information.
with its threat to buy more
Mobil, the nation's second-biggest through
Steel shares.
company, behind Exxon Corp., has U.S.
Findlay, Ohio, where Marathon
not disclosed its motive in seeking is In
headquartered, some workers wonU.S. Steel stock. But few analysts dered
out loud whether the long strugbelieve it is considering an eventual
to keep Marathon intact really
takeover campaign for the steel com- gle
over.
Eany, mainly because of the likeli- was
"I think there is less tension, but
ood that Mobil would encounter the there
are still a lot of questions people
same antitrust roadblock that sty- in town
have about the future,' said
mied its bid for Marathon, the 17th one woman
at Wilson's restaurant
largest oil concern.
the street from Marathon's
Instead, some analysts think Mobil across
turned its aim on U.S. Steel in an '■ eadquarters building.
ALTHOUGH U.S. Steel set in moeffort to divert the steelmaker's attention and heighten the drama at a tion the time-consuming process of
critical point in the fight for Mar- paying for the 30 million Marathon
shares it sought for cash, the actual
athon.
"THE WALL STREET community checks to shareholders will not be
thinks the filing was a ploy, a maneu- sent out until next Monday, the steel

Possible federal violation

CIA director reviewed
WASHINGTON (AP) -CIA Director William Casey failed to tell a
Senate committee investigating his
past business dealings of the full
extent of his lobbying of Treasury and
State Department officials on behalf
of Indonesia in 1976, government documents show.
The Justice Department's criminal
division is reviewing the matter to see
if Casey violated federal law by failing to register as a foreign agent.
Department officials say that in the
Ct, criminal charges have been
ught only when a foreign agent
tried to conceal his work.
In a revised disclosure statement
filed with the Senate Intelligence
Committee last September - two days
before the panel ended its active
investigation of Casey - the CIA direc-

tor acknowledged he had one meeting
at Treasury and two meetings at the
Internal Revenue Service in 1976
while representing Indonesia on a tax
question involving that nation's oil
industry.
CASEY DID NOT SAY with whom
he met. He submitted a letter from his
former law firm, Rogers & Wells,
which described the two sessions at
IRS as "information meetings."
But IRS documents obtained by The
Associated Press show that Casey
also contacted the State Department.
And both documents and the recollection of officials who were then involved with the issue indicate that
Casey also contacted Charles Walker,
the assistant treasury secretary for
tax policy, and possibly Treasury
Secretary William Simon himself.
continuad on paga 3

company said.
Bankers Trust Co., the official paying agent in the deal, put dozens of
people to work preparing about 17,000
checks totaling $3.7 billion for the 51
Krcent of Marathon's stock. The
nk will return the shares that are
not paid for in cash.

Inside

2 Need some help finding
a particular pizza
joint? Jerry Peterson
offers some information on
restaurants that really deliver.

3 The army is attracting
a larger number of
sophisticated students
as applicants, says Maj. Pat
Carrol, assistant professor of
military science.

8BG coach John
Weinert's 7-4 basketball team hosts Central
Michigan in a Mid-American
Conference game in Anderson
Arena tomorrow.

Weather
Cloudy. High near 20, low 10.
Chance of precipitation 20
percent.
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Opinion
student government: Declining empires a dangerous force
take the ball and run
It is disappointing to find that so few students have turned in petitions in their quests for positions in the University student government. It is even more disappointing to
, hear that no one is battling over the student body president
and vice-presidential positions. The most depressing news
it that this campus is practically overrun with Political
Science and American Studies majors who should be
scraping a deep path to the door of the SGA office to pick
up petitions before they run out.
The Constitution Steering Committee has worked, and
worked hard, on developing a new student constitution
that would apply to the changing needs of this University.
Our student president has remained in office for nearly
two years and bucked a great deal of criticism for her and
the organization's efforts.
Students showed their support for the new constitution
last fall when they voted en masse in favor of the document. The constitution is a reality and it is time for someone to take the ball and run like Hell.
The News urges all students who think they have
something, anything, to offer their peers to seek a position
in the student government. The new constitution is a rallying point that could mean the difference between the
future and the same dismal apathy that has bored us for
years.
The students proved that they had not completely fallen
victim to the laissez-faire attitude that plagued the seventies. This University is packed with potential and waiting
for its student leaders to tap its resources. But any group
that is plagued with sores on its frame will fall a victim to
every disease.
We are sure it has not been easy for the Steering Committee to continue working when they faced opposition
from the faculty at one point. Faculty Senate refused to
allow student representatives to sit on some faculty committees because it would slow down the decision-making
Srocess and students should stick to decisions that affect
lem. That was a tough pill to swallow.
This constitution is like a beginning for the eighties.
Others took the initiative to lay the groundwork although
they had to tread murky water to do it. Let us not disapKint those who have worked so hard to build this
ndwagon.

In 20 pages of texts and graphs In
their last issue of 1961, the editors of
The Economist set forth their view of
the East-West struggle, as it developed in the two years from the Soviet
Union's invasion of Afghanistan to the
imposition of martial law in Poland.
The British journalists suggest at
the outset that they tailored the article for the attention span of a reader
named Reagan, who, they said, "rises
lateish, except when they wake him
up with news of tanks in Poland, or
wnatever; takes an early^afternoon
break; devotes most of his time to
American affairs; and leaves the
Oval Office early." Except for this
Sratuitous die at our peerless Presient, it is a first-rate piece of work,
but not a cheery introduction to the
new year.

by David Broder
Syndicated Columnist

countervailing rearmament, designed to deter the Soviets from taking even greater risks in the military
arena. But it also requires that the
United Stated and its allies take the
steps necessary to preserve their present advantages in the economic and
political realms.
This means, first, that despite the
difficulties many of these nations are
facing in their internal economies,
they must resist any greater tendency
buy their own prosperity at the
In calm terms, The Economist ar- to
of their allies, through regues the case that "the road from expense
Afghanistan to Poland has changed strictive trade policies.
the way in which most Americansand many, though not yet enough,
West Europeans-look upon what Russia is trying to do in the world.

But since 1979 "this comfortable
view has had to be reassessed," The
Economist says, because "the Soviet
government has increasingly seemed
to be presiding over a frightened and
therefore dangerous system of imperial power. As the challenges to the
system build up, Russia's great and
growing military strength is deployed
both to extend the system's frontiers
and to save it from internal disintegration."
The writers make the point-as Ronald Reagan did, in some of his early
presidential comments-that an empire in decline can still be a very
dangerous force in the world. Indeed,
the Soviet Un'on's inability to compete effectively in the economic or
political realm does appear to be
increasing its dependence on the force
of arms.
That requires what the United
States is now doing-a program of

'JBkHpfe-

Letters.
everybody else so why can't I take the competitive job market and showing
students how to "sell themselves" is
same classes?
I hate being "weeded out" of what the Placement Office is all
classes because they feel they can about.
I walked into my advisor's office only take those with the highest
Many students do not realize what
Wednesday with the care- free feeling grades. Either my college has to
of having finally decided upon a ma- change its requirements or the School this office does for them. Our Placejor. We began to discuss it when she of Journalism to loosen its restric- ment Office is considered to be one of
informed me of a "new" requirement tions. I was told that administrators the top placement centers in the counshe was made aware of. This was one will have to "work it out". To the try by many of the Fortune 500 comEnies. This reputation is due to the
hell of a time to hit me with a new layman that means months of Univerrd work of the Placement staff;
requirement because it has taken me sity bureaucratic B.S. What do I take
two quarters to meet the old ones that in the meantime? Squirrel Watching hard work that goes on "behind the
scenes" to make sure each recruiter
were also "new" when I started.
101?
You see, I must take a few journaI hope I'm not the only one who has feels at home at the University.
lism courses for my major. Fine. But fallen into this situation, or else I'll
the School of Journalism has found a feel awfully stupid. I would just like to
The support, assistance, and inforway to pop my balloon. It seems now I know if anyone else has this problem, mation that a freshman sophomore,
have to have an accumulative G.P.A. and if the University is going to do Iunior, or senior can receive from the
of 2.7 to even take the classes I need. anything about it.
'lacement staff is endless. Before,
Apparently the School of Journalism
during, and after job searching, studoesn't have enough instructors to
Scott Dupas dents nave the opportunity to receive
handle both journalism majors and
822 Second St. Apt. «B5 personal counselling on many job
those needing journalism courses for
related problems. If the staff can't
other majors. So who naturally gets Take advantage of
help you, they know someone that
the shaft?
can. A student can only be called a
I am a sophomore with a 2.3 G.P.A.
for not taking advantabge of
Placement services "fool"
(accum.). I have only one quarter to
these services.
bring that above a 2.7. How s that for
There are many organizations and
a challenge? The University has some University services on this campus.
A very big thank you goes to the
real problems. First it happened to One of these services, however, does University Placement Services staff
the College of Business, now it's jour- not receive the recognition it de- for all the work they have done and
nalism. I thought this was a state serves, the University Placement will continue to do for the Unniversity
school. I pay the same tuition as Services. Preparing students for the students. THANK YOU!

'New' requirements
weed out students

notice that I have not said anything
about the taste of pizzas from these
places. There are two reasons for
this: A) because it's hard to make a
bad pizza anywhere, unless it's the
Taco Pizza (yick) at Pizza Hut and B)
by Jerry Petersen
individual tastes and individual pizzas vary.
University Student
For instance, one of my roommates, whom I'll call "Tom," because that's Ips real name, tried the
have the wrong number.
At Myle's, just a hop and a skip Siizza of a particular restaurant and
down from Mark's-formerly-Dino's, Dund it much to his liking. But my
you can set your pizza with weird other roommates whom I'll call
toppings like pineapple or buffalo "Mike" and "Mike" found the pizza
meat, if your heart so desires. Why from the same place to be pretty
anyone's heart would so desire, I disgusting.
And I think I've covered the more
don't know, but nevertheless that
pertinent differences of the pizza
option is available.
Pagliai's has the advantage of hav- places anyway.
Next week: fast food restaurants.
ing three different locations from
(Note: the opinions expressed by
whi'.-h you can have your pizza delivered. But they have the disadvantage Mr. Petersen are not necessarily held
of having a name that would either be by The BG News or anybody else for
misspelled or mispronounced by 95 that matter, possibly not even Mr.
percent of the known world. (It's Petersen.)
supposed to sound like Polly Eyes,
which doesn't sound too appetizing if DOONESBURY
you have a parrot. I
Pisanello s has pronunciation probWPOiajTHNK*
lems, too. Everybody calls it PizzaTHfOU POkNJHSSTUFF.
nello's or Piss-anellos's. Come to
IHAVENT GOT AU.
think of it, how do you say it?
mmi
The more-than-casual reader will
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In the Middle East, there is need for
accomodation by the Europeans and
Americans-to say nothing of the Arabs and Israelis. But the critical
arena remains Europe itself.
The worst thing that has happened
in Poland is the repression of a
movement that could have reshaped
the future of that nation and raised
the hopes of other peoples subjugated
for a full generation by Soviet military power. But the second worst
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thing that has happened is the dramatization of Western Europe's seeming
inability to react and respond to the
tragedy and threat on its own
doorstep.
As The Economist editors rightly
Eut it: "The United States has reason
i worry about the constancy of its
European allies. But the bigger immediate danger perhaps lies within
America itself....Public opinion in the
United States may before long weary
of Europeans who chant anti-American slogans, and shrug about Poland,
while relying on American protection-and, cheekier still, relying on America to make sure they can get their oil
from the Gulf."
Poland has shown the economic and
political failure of the Soviet empire
and its increasing reliance on military repression. But it has also shown
the wavering of the West-and that is
also very bad news.

"Until 1979, the prevailing view was
that Soviet motives were primarily
defensive. Russia's buildup on its
frontiers with Western Europe and
QiimTSeemed only natural to a country faced by a threat on two flanks,"
the writers say, even though the
buildup extended to nuclear weapons
and consumed an "astonishing" 11-to14 percent share of the total Soviet
output.

The best pizza place? It's a toss-up
As a public service to the students
of the University, I have taken it upon
myself to make a comparsion of the
various pizza restaurants in this community. As a card-carrying member
of the Eta Pizza Pi fraternity, I feel I
am qualified.
First of all, I'm not even going to
consider anyplace that doesn't deliver. I figure if a pizza restaurant in a
college town doesn't deliver, it isn't
really a pizza restaurant; it's just
disguised as a pizza place so you'll go
inside where they will then try to sell
you insurance or get you to sign up for
military service.
Domino's, on the other hand, just
delivers. You can't eat there unless
you want to stand there munching at
the counter. The nice thing about
Domino's is the free Pepsis you ge*
with certain orders. Domino's is also
the coupon champion of all time. If
you can't find a Domino's coupon
somewhere, you're either asleep or
dead.
Mark's Pizza Pub, formerly Dino's
Pizza Pub, loses two points for having
changed the name. After all, "Mark"
doesn't sound anywhere near as Italian as "Dino." And when you look up
"Pizza" in the Yellow Pages and you
dial the number for "Duurs" and they
answer "Mark's" you'll think you

Focus

It means that the European allies
must temper their appetite for trade
with the Soviet bloc by a realistic
awareness that trade can be an effective weapon against Soviet military
expansionism. But it also means that
the United States must temper its
special interest in Taiwan by a realistic awareness of the vital importance
of keeping China and the Soviet Union
apart.
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Respond
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to The BG News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced, and
signed. Please include your address and telephone number for
verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be longer
than 500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All are subject to
condensation.
The letters are the individual opinions of the writers and the accuracy of their statements has not
been checked by the News.
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Editor of The BG News
1* University Hall.
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Army enrollment goes up

BG log.
A TORCH MEETING will be held Sunday, Jan. 10, at
8:30 p.m. in room 115 Education Bldg.

THE SPANISH CLUB will meet Monday, Jan. 11, at
4:30 p.m. in the McDonald North Lounge. Anyone
interested in Hispanic culture is welcome.

by Marilyn Rosinski
News staff reporter

THE MANAGEMENT CLUB will meet Monday, Jan.
11., at 7:30 p.m. in 110 Business Administration Bldg.
Theguest speaker will be Peter Shear from Alliance

ATTENTION all Social Work, Child and Family, and
Gerontology majors! Deadline for applications for the
Peer Advising Program in the College of Health and
Community Services is Friday, Jan. 15. Call 372-0242 or
stop in the college office at 102 Health Center.

,i?THDJENTS INTERESTED in attending the University of Toledo Law School should meet with Bill Richmond in the Taft Room, 3rd floor of the University
Union on Wednesday, Jan. 13.

THE NUMBER for the Alumni Center information
desk is erroneously listed in the University Directory.
Students wishing to call the Alumni Center should call
372-2701.

Today's Army has a new look.
The days of the protesting and draft
dodging are past. Students today are
entering the Army in increasing rates
and with higher educational levels,
Sgt. 1st Class J. S. Carter, of the U. S.
Army Recruiting Station, said.

THE POMMERETTES the University's Precision
Dance Team will perform at halftime at the Bowling
ureen-Central Michigan basketball game Saturday
night.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA Honorary Society, will'
tutor students on a variety of subjects for free. Call
Fact Line at 372-2445 or ask at your residence hall main
desk for the names and phone numbers of tutors.

NewsbriefsHoliday thieves break into 10 apartments; juvenile, adult arrested
Thieves did not take a rest over the holiday break.
Police Chief Galen Ash said he received a total of 10
reported apartment break-ins over the holiday, some of
which were at the Holiday Inn.
A local juvenile and an adult have been arrested in
connection with some of these, he said.
Although this is not a large figure, Ash stressed that
students can take steps to protect their property.
CITING the constant student turnover, Ash said
people are accustomed to seeing belongings being
earned in and out frequently.

One way to combat this is for people to familiarize
themselves with their neighbors.
Students should not leave expensive items, such as
cameras, for a long period of time, and they should
record the serial numbers of these items, he said.
Another precaution is good lighting, and probably the
best is insurance, he said.
"I always try to stress for these people to buy renters'
insurance," he said. "A lot of people don't know that
you can."
Students also can be covered by their parents'
homeowners' insurance, he added.

Classic films to be shown free in Gish Theatre on Tuesday evenings
Classic feature length films used by the English
department's Literature and Film course will be shown
free on Tuesdays evenings at 8 in the Gish Film
Theater. The series features James Stewart and John
Wayne in John Ford's "The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance" on Jan. 12; Alan Bates in the surreal cult film
"The Shout" on Jan. 19; Paul Newman in "The Hus-

Casey.

tler" on Jan. 26; Cybil Sheperd in the filmization of
Henry James' "Daisy Miller"; Laurence Olivier's
brilliant adaptation of Shakespeare's "Henry Fifth" on
Feb. 23; Ingrid Bergman in Ingmar Bergman's "Autumn Sonata" on March 2; and the searing performances of Paul Newman, Elizabeth Taylor and
Academy Award winner Burl Ives in "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof" on March 9.

from pag* 1

The documents and interviews
ON JULY 9,1976, Walker wrote IRS
show that Casey was lobbying admin- Commissioner Donald Alexander that
istration officials outside formal Indonesia had hired New York legal
channels to change U.S. tax rulings on counsel to help gain a private tax
a matter of high importance to Indo- ruling known in the IRS as a tax
nesia.
Asked about the matter, the CIA
said yesterday, "Rogers & Wells
made a good faith determination in
1976 that no registration was called
for. The firm continues to believe that
determination was correct; and Mr.
Casey concurs." The agency declined
to answer any other questions.

letter. "I assume that, in view of the
tremendous importance of this matter, the forthcoming ruling request
will be expedited by your office,"
Walker wrote.

student government.
will also choose three candidates
for each representative position in
the General Assembly. Positions
for organizational representatives,
on and off-cartipus district ref>resentatives, and at-large representatives are available. The ten

candidates receiving the most
votes will receive the positions.
Candidates' names will be in a
different order on each ballot.
"A lot of times if people don't
know the candidates, they'll check
off the first one instead of checking

Swim Programs
Clinics and
Special Programs
DATE: January 11 - January 22
TIME: 8:00 - 5:00 pm
PLACE: Student Recreation Center Office (372-2711)
FEES: Due upon Registration
- Programs begin January 23 and Run through March 5
(Check brochure for individual programs)
- A fee of $5.00 will be charged for each program.
and $2.00 for clinics.

Waterbabies
Goldfish
Pre-Beginners
Beginners
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Adults
Swimnastics

Special Programs
Soapercise
Dance
Run & lift
Aerobics
T.O.N.E.
Slimnastics

FEWER SPECIALITIES are open
to applicants without at least a high
school diploma explained Mai. Pat
Carroll, assistant professor of military science. The qualifications have
increased competitively and a higher
level of students are being attracted.
Four out of five are high school graduates, according to Army Times.
Carroll said students join the army
or some other branch of the military
for one of four reasons.
First, the Army is an alternative to
education. "Many students are dissatisfied with a university enviroment
after 12 years of formal education and
want to try something else." Carroll
said.
FREQUENTLY a student will start
college because all his friends have
done that or his parents
have insisted
he "give it a try1', said Carter.
The Army otters such students an
alternative and frequently they return to school using their GI funds to
finance their education; yet they are
more serious about their studies and
have a great sense of direction, Carroll said.
Second, some students don't do well
in their studies and look to the Army
for new direction in their life as well
as the discipline afforded through the
military service, said Carroll.
Carter said, "Enlistment in any
military service will last a lifetime
because it gives a person a valuable
lesson in handling yourself in any

THE THIRD REASON cited by
Carroll for enlisting in the Army is
financial consideration.
With the squeeze on loans and
grants available, the Army offers a
variety of financing plans for recruits
to complete their college education.

Carroll said, "The army today
wants people who want to be in the
Army.*

Reagan keeps
draft sign-up

The number of students enrolled in
the ROTC program at the University
has continued to increase in the last
two or three years, Carroll said. Of
the 225 students enrolled this year in
military science courses required as
part of the program, 55 are doing
advanced course work at the junior or
senior level.
At the University, 22 students are
receiving ROTC scholarships. While
the enlistment officer cannot guarantee applicants full scholarships, the
University has a higher than average
number of qualifiers. Capt Jim
Coomler, assistant professor of military science attributes this to the high
educational standards of the students.
The trends in Army enlistments are
generally changing just as people's
attitudes toward the military nave
changed now that the Vietnam War is
history. Carter said.
"We're getting quality personnel.
The people coming to us today are
those seeking challenge, adventure,
and excitement," Carter said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ronald Reagan yesterday ordered
continuation of the draft registration system he once denounced and
offered a grace period for signing
up the more than 800,000 young
men who already have failed to
comply with the law.
Reagan said his decision, which
marked a sharp reversal from his
1980 campaign position, did not
foreshadow a return to the draft.
"However, we live in a dangerous world," Reagan said in a
statement. "In the event of a future
threat to national safety, registration could save the United States as
much as six weeks in mobilizing
emergency manpower."
Reagan s surprise reversal, apeirently the result of the martial
w crackdown in Poland, had been
recommended by Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of State Alexander Haig.
THEY BOTH argued Reagan
would send the wrong signal to the
Kremlin by abolishing registration
now.
It was those same grounds sending a signal to Moscow after
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
- that orompted then-President
Jimmy Carter to initiate draft registration in July 1980. Reagan denounced the program then as a
meaningless gesture and said registration would be ineffective.
Since 1980,6.5 million young men
18 through 21 have registered for
the draft but more than 800,000
have failed to comply, according to
the latest Selective Service figures.
Reagan's decision was quickly
condemned by leaders of the antidraft movement, who said it conflicted with virtually every
statement he made about registration during the 1980 presidential
campaign.

A computer list of students will
be available, which will verify the
district each person should be voting in, Mike Grayson, co-chairperson to the Board, said.
Students must vote only for district representative candidates

within their district. A separate
ballot will be provided for district
representative candidates.
He added the list also allows the
Board to make sure nobody votes
more than once.

Fourth, the lack of job opportunities
in civilian businesses allows recruits
to see the Army as a viable employer.
Technical and skill training through
Army enlistment coupled with the
practical experience prepares a veteran to take a job after his stint is
completed.
The variety of plans available for
combining school and Army service
are diverse. They include; enlistment
while still in high school, joining
ROTC after completing some years of
college or signing up for officers'
training school after graduation.
BECAUSE OF THESE reasons and
the time commitment options, more
students are making inquries about
military service at both the recruiting
station and the on-campus ROTC office, Carroll said.

Irom MH

The Student Recreation Center Announces!
Registration for ALL

Swim Program

And Army enrollment quotas are
being exceeded, said Army Times
newspaper.
The applicants taking the preliminary tests are qualifying in the top
two thirds of the mental capacity
category for those who sign up.

situation and under pressure."

One Day Clinics
Squash
Racquetball
Weight Training

LWK FOR
Ski Trips Co-sponsored with U.A.O.
L.I.F.E. Program
Winter Tournaments
Faculty Staff Noon Leagues.
MORE INFORMATION?? - - - Contact The Rec Center 372-2711

through the whole list," Giterman
said.
SHE SAID only five petitions
have been turned in, and there
have been no petitions turned in for
the positions of president and vice
president.
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THE ALL HEW

Better Selection
Better Sales

Better Service
Better Prices
0PEIDMLV11 9
SUNDAYS 12 - 9
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THE NEW PET EMPORIUM GREETS THE NEW YEAR WITH THESE SPECIALS
• Singing Canaries S29.39 with purchase of a cage
• Parakeets 59.99 with purchase ol a cage
• rree Hamster with purchase ol any habit trail kit
• 1.82oz lew Kin Staple Food S2.49

lOgal Starter Sits S12.99
Buy any Goldfish Bowl::.: Receive 3 rree Goldfish
Piranha Starter Ct '.2 rree Piranhas with purchase o! any Aquarium Set Op!
Ccckatiels Baby Albino S69.99 - Baby Greys S19.S9

OUR NEW YEARS RESOLUTION IS TO BRIM YOU TIE BEST SER7ICE WITH THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
Also available. Sm animals, reptiles ana tarts

352-6459
alillllllilllllllllllHllllllllll
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BC'S LARGEST SELECTION OP MARINE
AND FRESHWATER PISE

SALES ENDS SUNDAY

* TW BG Nnn Juw] I, 1*2

Elsewhere

2 For
1 Pizza
MONDAY

'Identity crisis' holds back city's growth
itself, there really isn't any future thinking."
Knight, who has studied Northeast Ohio's
problems extensively, said that the area's
growth as a major industrial center was an
accident. Now that many manufacturing jobs
have left the area, the region must change the
way it views itself, he said.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland's identity
crisis over whether to be an industrial center
or a research center is holding up the city's
advancement, a regional development specialist said yesterday.
Because the city looks like a declining
industrial center, residents believe that is
what it is. Therefore, the city lacks an overall
61an for the future, said Richard Knight, a
niversity of Akron professor.

KNIGHT BELIEVES that all levels of government must try to bring out the area's
potential as a research center instead of
attempting to lure lost manufacturing jobs
back.
"Cleveland as a city is changing from a
working-class city to a middle-class city.
There is twice as much office space downtown

"What bothers me about Cleveland is that it
is not in touch with its strengths. In terms of a
(diversified) industry base, it's stronger than
most cities," Wright said.
"But in terms of changing the perception of

now as there was 10 years ago and that's likely
to double again in the next decade," Knight
said.
The work of lawyers, accountants and researchers in those offices is often perceived as
not contributing to the area's economy, he
said.
"Unfortunately, we don't understand it. We
Senerally write it off as being non-productive.
'e're still thinking in terms of (manufacturing) plants and products for an economic
base, Knight said.
Cleveland's strong base in research and
development in steel, poly-chemicals and
medicine is where its future can
be built if the
city capitalizes on it, he said.1

Monday, 5 to 7 only at Eaat and South, buy on*
pizza and get on* tie*. Not valid with any other
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-In
only.)
Pagliais East Delivers
Free 11a.m.- closing

Pagliai's

Band leader denies ties to missing money
"We're struggling. We've had a lot of bad
Eublicity. I've suffered," he said. "Everybody
riows we're broke."
The interview was the first Yeazell has
given since his name was dragged into the
money controversy last September.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Robert Yeazell Jr., a
friend of former state treasurer's office cashier Elizabeth Jane Boerger, says his current
hard times prove he had no connection with a
$1.3 million discrepancy in the treasurer's
books.
"If we had gotten all this money, why in the
hell would I nave financial problems?" the
Springfield man told The Cleveland Plain
Dealer in an interview published yesterday.

YEAZELL, 52, known professionally as
Buddy Young, has been questioned by the
Franklin County prosecutor's office, which is

Lawmaker backs treasurer
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A top Democratic lawmaker, defending embattled
State Treasurer Gertrude Donahey, said
yesterday he supports Donahey for re-election.
The treasurer's office has been rocked
since the discovery of a $1.3 million discrepancy in the state's checking account
last year.
An independent audit has since said at
least $430,000, and possibly twice that, was
embezzled.
Senate Minority Leader Harry Meshel
(D-Youngstown) discussed the political
effects of the embezzlement scandal, saying he believes Mrs. Donahey fell victim
"to procedures which have been used in

that office for the past 40 or 50 years."
He said the Democratic treasurer has a
reputation around the state as being
"clean, pure, and honest." For that reason,
he added, Mrs. Donahey's would-be detractors, mostly Republicans, have resisted
attacks on her.
"I think people know that there would be
a reactionary effect if people took off on
her," Meshel said.
SINCE late last summer, state and private auditors have been trying to unravel
the bookkeeping and other probems in the
office.
The matter remains under investigation,
and Mrs. Donahey has not been accused of
any illegal acts.

Student Personnel
Association Meeting
Tuesday, Jan. 12, 7:30 pm
Assembly Room, McFall Center
H.W. Eschedore will speak
on Industrial-Labor Relations

Do something nice
for yourself!
Start this New Year

with a perm style

that can't wash out!

SOUTH
945 S. Main
362-7571

EAST

asking the court in Springfield to order him
and an associate to provide handwriting samples.
Assistant Prosecutor David Johnson said he
wanted to determine who wrote a large number of checks in possession of the State Highway Patrol.

440 E. Court
352-1596

Yeazell has been a friend of Boerger for 25
years. Boerger, head cashier to State Treasurer Gertrude Donahey from 1973-80, presided over state ledger books during a period
when independent auditors say as much as
$841,000 was embezzled.
"Jane Boerger is the most trustwothy,
honest person in the world," Yeazell said. The
48-year-old woman is in seclusion and says she
is suffering from amnesia.

ATTENTION

Student
Government
Elections

He said Boerger never gave him "substantial amounts of money in any form" while she
worked for the state.
Boerger was Yeazell's partner in several
theatrical ventures and kept the books for his
band, the Buddy Young Orchestra, which was
formed in 1955.
BAND MEMBERS said they remembered
Yeazell as owing money to the players and
being expelled from the Musicians' Union
because of financial matters.
Robert Elrod, 21, a flute player formerly

Petition for Candidacy

Prime Rib
Dinner
2 for $9.99
Ham- Closing
Just clip this coupon and save

U

1. Dates o* the election are January 20 and 21, 1982
2. Deadline for petitions is January 13, 1982, at 500pm
3. When the petition is dropped off, a copy of the campaign rules will be given out
4. The undergraduate student must be in good academic standing, and currently enrolled at Bowling Green State University.
5. Students running for at-large representative, vice-president, and president bosrtiotii
must have completed at least one full academic year at Bowling Green State University.
Term of office is: January 25 - the end of spring quarter, 1982.
t. Students running for district on and off campus representatives must have completed
at least one academic quarter at Bowling Green State University.
The term of office is: January 25 - third week of fall quarter (semester) 1982.
Signatures for petitions may be obtained from people within your district.
7. 20 out of 25 signatures must valid.

""1PRIMER1BFOR2
All you can eat salad and choice of potato

^SttS 2 • $9.99
Sun. 11-9

Luckv Steer

Save $12/$8/$4 on
After-Holiday special
reduced perm prices at
Command Performance!
Since you've now taken
care of family & friends,
why not do something nice
for yourself, call us at
Command Performance and
make an appointment for
a priced-lower-than-ever
perm of your choice!
SAVE $4 on partial perm:
Now $21 instead of $25
SAVE $8 on a fuU perm
Now $27 instead of $35
SAVE $12 on perm & cut:
Now $27 instead of $35
or $37 instead of $49
Open week nights 'til 9_.
Sat. 9 to 7.„ Sun. 12 to 5.
Call our nearest salon
to make your appointment.
We're in the Yellow Pages.

Command
Performance

The Hakstyling Place
(Offer good thru 1/17/82 &
may not be used w/ another
special offer or discount)
1072 N. MAIN 352-6516

ENGINEERING GRADUATES:
BGonly

more than a steak hou«e,

Now let's talk about tomorrow.
When your professional future starts taking shape.
When your early career decisions become vital.
Evaluate carefully. And include Republic Steel.
A Fortune 100 employer, in an important basic industry.
Offering challenging career opportunities.
Visit the Placement Office for more details.
REPUBLIC STEEL WILL INTERVIEW ON
JANUARY 20
an equal opportunity employer

Republic
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First Ward representative says chu rch life
helped to prepare her for political career

SLIPPERS ROCK
Fri., Jan. 8 & Sat., Jan 9
9:30 - ?
$1 COVER

by Kyle Silvers
Newi itaff reporter

Get Ready To Rack During Our

Pitcher Happy Hours, 7-9 p.m. Daily
CHECK OUT OUR NEW GAMES !

Wooster & State St.

* (You must be 21 after 8 p.m.)

CASEYS
ONOHAL

HAMBURGERS

■j

Geraldine Jensen credits her church with
spawning her interest in City Council.
The 41-year-old Republican, one of two new
candidates elected to Council last November,
says her involvement with the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, commonly known
as the Mormon Church, helped her prepare
for her life as a public figure.
"I Joined when I was 20. That's where I
received a lot of my experience teaching and
speaking," she said, adding that her husband,
Thomas, an associate professor in the School
of Technology, serves as the congregation's
pastor.
The First Ward representative also served
as president of her Summit Street area neighborhood association, which gave her experience in dealing with city council, she said.
This experience helped to ease her apprehension as she joined council for her first
meeting last Monday, she said.
"IT WAS JUST on the other side of the table
that I spoke before," she said, adding that she
also was eased into her new role by having to
speak about the expansion of Pagliai's restaurant, an issue affecting her constituents.
"It happened to be a meeting that included
an issue from my ward," she said, explaining

that her area includes residents north of
Wooster Street and east of Main Street, plus
sections of Troup, South College, Summit and
Enterprise streets.
"I think it could have been a more anxiousfilled experience than it was," she said.
Although her ward includes about 8,000 oncampus students, Jensen said* her primary
focus is on long-term residents of her area,
which she has lived in for about 10 years.
"I KNOW MANY of the people of the First
Ward," she said. "I see myself more as a
representative of people who live here."
However, some issues involve both students
and city residents, she said.
"I haven't been quite initiated to everything
I will be involved in," she added.
The University of Illinois graduate also is
the mother of six children, aged 10 to 20,
including a University student.
"I have children in every type of institution
in town, except jail," she said, laughing.
"Every type of educational institution."
Jensen said she thinks she was elected and
will be a good representative for her ward
because her constituents have the "knowledge
that I'm willing to work with them, and
welcome that kind of input from them.''
Jensen estimated that she devotes about 20
hours to meetings, as well as time spent
making calls and preparing for meetings, and
added that she is not yet sure if she will seek

Free Chili

Free Single

with the Purchase
of Another

with the Purchase
of Another

After class today
stop by

HAPPY HOURS
2:30 - 5:30 PM
Falcon's Nest Union
Music provided by WFAL

Expires Jan. 17

J

L.

WINTER CLEARANCE
THROUGHOUT STORE
■WWW

entire stoek
'/. to v, off

Fall-holiday
entire stock
•i to'/; off

TRAINING: Training programs offering early managerial and
technical responsibilities. Immediate opening in aviation management.

laws

PILOTS • NAVIGATORS • SYSTEMS OPERATORS

'«to Iioff

All warm fleecy styles
' < to ' J off

Panties

Knee Sqcits. Tlphls

selected styles
'/> price

Hrs: 12-3
5-7

$3.09

Salad-Spaghetti-Pizza

Stadium Plaza
1616 E.Wooster
352-4657

IS YOUR FUTURE
IN THE AIR?

Fan smrts

Bikinis-Briefs

Sunday Night Buffet

^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS-

MHMMHMNHWNWIIIIIIIIHHI

wool blends-velveteen

Pizza inn*

Don't miss the first Happy Hours
of winter quarter

1025 N. Main

Falli Coopdlnales

another term.
"I would say it's too early to tell," she said.
"Thus far I'm relishing the experience. I
judge from the track record of others on
council and I'm judging on total that it's a
satisfying experience."

CLIPIMIS COUPON

CUP THIS COUPON

Expires Jan. 17

Geraldint Jenson

selected styles
25% to 40% off

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire I. Applicants must be no more than 29 y-ars old. Relocation
required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual
vacation. Medical/dental/low cost life insurance coverage and other
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Extensive training
program provided. Promotion program included.
PROCEDURE: Send a resume to, or call: Naval Management Programs.

NAVY

MANAGEMENT

PROGRAMS

280 South Main Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Jim Olson 352 7336 Or On
Campus. Chuck Moons 372 0359

Now $20.00

IS/SOREM*

Haircut not included

T

SUN

JAN 10

TH
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MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

ED

Learn Your Rights As A
Tenant At The
Student Consumer Union

realized
TO
IIOHT

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday 9:00 - 5:00

h

Hair-In Salon
2nd Floor-Ph. 352-5615
CHARGE IT!

8:30PM

lafenaaits

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
January 11, 12, and 13
Hours: 10:00-4:00

Hair - In
January
% Off Perm Sale
Regular $40.00

$■

On your College Ring

macys

edict

A

TORCH
UNOEI
YOUR
LANDLORD

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
INFORMATION NIGHT

SUNDAY, JAN. 10

AT 7:30
I15ED,BLDC.

•Permit

Housing

&
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Classifieds.

Board of Education
swears in professor

LOST AND FOUND
dec* Campue Safety ft Security to» your

Loel Brown waatt. ground vtcmfty ol Epplet

Start «M HOW ye*' out right by enjoying

44111 Urreatd Suppty'11

Saaaase Ptaaeuroe.

DIANA SPANOLER. FORMERLY OF RO-

Star Muchhappmeaaatwaya PTuPailove

EDITION CALl HER AT 354-1477

LilENro
To the Ohn State AXO pledges Welcome
to SO and our chapter Hope you have a
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BASKETBALL
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CALL NEV. WALSH
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gold-Ion*

Founoere. Call Geyte 2-S&I4. Oraat eenllmenlal .slue SUBSTANTIAL REWARD

FICE 372-0360
FntMy happy noon 4 So m V THE DOWNTOWN BAR
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CHEAP Fum apts S330Vqtr New turn .
new cerpebng ft other new item* Contact
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T-SMIRTS
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93 achool year Ptaaae can 1-267 3341

LEARN TO PLAY THE GUITAR ANO ENJOY

Gurtara. Druma. PA * Buy Set-Trade Jim's

352 7634

WANTED: 9 F'S TO BUBLS. A 4-PERBON

Near university

IT S3 OO'Hfl 372-6336

Guitar

WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL

APT. FOR SPR. OTR. CAMPUS MANOR

turn apts Tenant pays only etectrcrty

C O C O OFFICE 372 0360

AF1S-RIOHT ACROSS FROM CAMPUS.

mo lease John Newtov* Real Estal* 352

CALL 3SS-6O0S.

6553

HaaaonebW

fata*

352

Lai a atari off ma Quart*, nght with ma beat

130E Woottf 352-6612

aUckar aboefc' Help Kappa Sigma support
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU

WoorHano Schools by entering (he Qro-

Make your mova on campus hassle-tree
Learn about your rights M I Isnani al ma

cery Waffle! Ftrai prlie S12S.00M

Student Consumer Union OM-Campua
Mousing Mormaton N-ght Sun Jan 10 al

FOSTER GRANTS' IS THAT YOU SPAZ?
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JOW-WMO
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Free »d-

specials

Monday

only esectrcity

UCF Chapel Podge at Thursbn Gtdtme and
Nowhmo resoon Feaowsrup and fetresh-

Ctos* to campus Pleaee cal 352 5351

Newtova Real Estate 352 6553

Learn about your rights as a tenant al me
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WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL

piano

XC

140 E

COCO OFFICE 372-0360

$250-mo
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OR-CampuO

Housng Information Night. Sun Jan 10 M

WHAT BETTER WAY TO START THE NEW

Shi rental Falcon Houao

techniques to manlam it at home
ARRANGEMENT
352 4143 or

THE
352-

4101
Pam and

Ten, congialutahon* on your

engagement BesloHuc* LovO. your Alpha
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Sosaclod

HELP WANTED

shoes

ctothoa-Fatcon

House

140 E Wooslw

SAF s- Fun and games are what Phi Mus are
(

Compute. " * Games ■' Good News »*r
TRS-BO color computers

2 new games

See you at Al's!

(Expires Feb. I. 1982)
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heal * water

lee** unts June

private
Deposit

No pots
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1 bdrm fum apt to sublease rrnnedsstety
Dormnoa Pu:ia need* part-am* daevary
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SURVIVAL
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82 OFF WITH A BLOWOUT OF A TEA
THE BROTHERS

lo campus $87 50 mo plus gas ubMias

APT AVAILABLE **MED4ATELY

WINTER

QTR ONLY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3528827

All you need to
know to survive
another Bowling
Green Winter!

Cat 354 1005

Brighten up Your Winter Quarter
with a...

Purchases with this coupon

a—i-

corntortaOl*

r*clud

Cal John

stove, rstng.

*************************************
*

BEGINNERS, ADVANCED
and
SPECIAL TECHNIQUE CLASSES

.-- -'-

close to campus Cost $120'mo
ut-ttea CM 354 1202

Grad a**** rmi* so share boauMui home

Oidvr iiom vo-ro tniemahonal

S. & S. Ceramics
Corner of Maple & Pearle

10% OFF

tor house

n store' Twisle' Monopoly, or smashing
lac* wetuowihePmo we Know the place'
SIGMA NU RUSH TONIGHT

required

needed wtr qlr

On to share apt

SIGMA NU RUSH TONIGHT

4-K and up Cassette player & ,oy shcRs

•

'•even Houao H25"no

enemy vessel ft meteorite*) $10 00 ea

mesa two tasl action machine language
arcade games wdh sound effects Runnel

warm,

Kraae

Carpeted

1036

hip Appty m person alier 4pm

wangle* Tel ue SAE s whet do you have

BfCkaway ideslioy aa 3 layers ol tvckBl
S7 00 ea ft Gauntlet (spacesh* ageinsl
Compare me quasty and save SSC wrtn

9 mo

unfum

F Education Mayor needed to help develop

pus

tho new quarter oft rigw w*h a great bme
'•■■. as. ■ -<-■

2 bdrm

YEAR ENO CLEARANCE

style it lor your mage Wa leech you the

tooting lorward lo starting tna naw year and

THURSIIN AYE 352 5435

$150

Woostar 352-3610

No worry hair car* When we style it wo

Th* Ofothara ot S^jma Crs are

AIR COND .

ClENCV
LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW
' LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL 461

Mak* your move oft campus rWaaas-ho*

campus Slt5mo ft uU 352 5B53

Cr» Os

FULLY CARPETED CABLE VISION. EFFI-

2 bdrm turn apts 831 7m St Tenant pays

7 30 m 115 Educeoon Busssng.

TOIL FREE

THURSTIN MANOR APTS

Cat evening*

1 studonl needed tor 5 bedroom nous*

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE' F rmsa wanted
to share w t other F Only 1 mm trom

»Q0 AM - 10:00 P.M
1 800-438 8039

1 F rmt* Wtr ft Spr Ovs Brand new turn
apt t Uh from campus
La*** 352 2443

Wetter wo* reeef Sunday Vespers 6pm

■uwrul tocaaon

Bring your laundry bock to Klrm'a Com

ABORTION

UAO MINI COURSE

*

UAO offers you 25 different mini courses
from Magic, Meditation and Mixology to
Beginning Rock Guitar, Billiards and Beginning Figure Skating.
Sign Up Now in the UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union Until Jan 15.
For more details call 372-2343.

~'£".

*

sZGET YOUR CAREER
OFF TO A FLYING
START

Informational
Sessions

It takes four years to get a cdege degree. How
long will it take you to get a goodjob?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation yet. why not get your executive career off
to a flying start as a plot or navigator in the United
States Air Force? It's the finest flight program in
the world, the pay Is excelent. and youl enjoy
the prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force pilot or navigator.
If s one of the finest opportunities In the nation
And a great place to gain executive experience
with mihon dolor responsibility. Hnjl out today
about the Air Force flight program Contact
S^t Larry U*

for writers

3:30 p.m. Today

"27 Taknadg* Rd. • SuHtB
TotodO, OH 43623 • 474-9238

The BG News
106 University Hal

» ».o.-o,oJU.

TADIUM PLAZA

PH 352-0265

i j TUESDAY NKJHT IS
FAMILY NIGHT I
11 ALL ADULTS
(Children 50f)$l-50

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT!!!

STUDENTS $1.0

Nobody leans on Sharky's Machine.
4TH
BIG
WEEK'
AT
7 30&
9:45 pm
SAT MAT|
2.00
SUN. MAT.|
2 00S
4 15

BURJ
. REYNOLDS
SHARKYS
MACHINE

CLA-ZEL

82
JOHNBELUSHI DAN AYKROYD

ALL SEATS

His Lady's Tweeds

• THEATRE .
H MAIN. B C

FIRST THEY WERE TOGETHER IN
THE ODD COUPLE" THEN
"THE FORTUNE COOKIE" AND
NOW...

THE GREATEST MOVIE BUDDIES
OF ALL TIME ARE BACK!

mm
MOTHAU
AT
7:30 & 9:15 PM
SAT.MAT
2:00
SUN.MAT.
2:00 4 3:45

Neighbors
Ho
EVE
7:30S9:l5pm

Men's and Lady's Clothing and Sportswear

Pfisterer's - Gladieux
101 N. Main St. "Downtown on the) 4 Corners"

A Comic-Nightmare
SAT MAT
2:00

SALE
Save 30% to 50%

mm

SUN MAT
2:00*3:45

*

| ■¥:***********************************■#

w

Volunteer

.Cii^al^ r,

9

1 M rmta needed to share apt. WO ratter
Ms AH wtH. pd. aioapl Moc. $BaVmo.

See y* lomgM U*e Tna AX a

Uundry! 70S S Mean.

drink

2 bdrm

Fwtn. Call Scott 3S4-1W0.

WELCOME

A.aaatHe now Cat J«w 352-4064

way to atari ott ma new year than with you

and

rttprtl. rock wHh WFAL at Roooe'a.

Marry

THE THETACHIS-LOVE THE 0 0 S

PS

Large 2 bdrm house

Bens and TKE> Wo canl tNnh ol a batter

THOSE

621 E

YEAR OFF RIGHT THAN WITH A TEA WITH

THE BEERUTHERS
BACK TOM USHER'

v*ar % kx*»* lea w*h lh* Brotnara ol Sigma
to a lemic niqrtt Love Tha Sip Epa

WFAL and Ranee's move togothor this
Monday night Buses provided
mlaalon

BEHIND

ALPHA 2 v Gel psycned lor a spec* New
Ph. Epaaon Hope you a/a tootling forward

"It's more of:. communit> service than
anything else," Hutchinson said.

Grad Btudents Pnvat* room avaaaOta now

tea torugm Brothara ol Sigma Nu.

typng

Hunger PalnaT Food arleee fMnf you

Professor Peter Hutchinson
For preparing for and attending the
twice-monthly meetings, Hutchinson receives a salary of $40 a month.

3523272

r Cat 352-3726

7305

Expat

"WE SWEATED it out," Hutchinson
said.
The board's main function, Hutchinson
said, is to "set the tone for the school
system. That's really my primary motive. I have two kids in the school system
myself."
This is accomplished by examining the
curriculum, and hiring the superintendents, he said.
"Essentially, the Board of Education is
the central policy-making board," he
said. "They pay all the bins."

2 bOoka trom campue

One rmto needed V» Ott IBOmo plus

CallTlmSW-TBII

purchaaa

SERVICES OFFERED

Jan AAon* 352 0832 710 7m St *6

CM 352 8616

low c**t-F*et NWtry

not doge w*fi •

qtr

new hjrnsshad 1 bdrm 1 bai from campus
C—evSfnga 352 2443

SU-SeW

T-SHJRTS

ESCORTS NEEDED- CALL COCO Of

Bracelet' In or on grounds ol Dumber or

begmmog wtr

Apt lor aubteeae Wtr ft Spr Otis Brand

I OR ALL EVENTS — EXPERIENCED

WITH LETTERS KM REWARD CALL372-

An ability to step right into his job is
what earned Peter Hutchinson his appointment to the Bowling Green Board of
Education last November, he said yesterday.
The economics professor was chosen
over seven other candidates to fill a board
vacancy left by a resigning member, and
was sworn in Tuesday, he said.
He will serve the final two years of the
four-year appointment.
Hutchinson said he thought a long involvement with local schools made him a
logical candidate for the opening.
"'It's kind of a long story," he said,
explaining that he acted as president of a
local group, Concerned Citizens for Education, for two years, was involved in the
1978 school strike, and worked actively
for the last two school levies.
"When the vacancy came up, I thought
about it," he said, explaining that the four
remaining members of the five-person
board interviewed all the candidates and
then made their decision.

1 F

houao Ust aid waahordryer Land-

lord wM pay 1 ''2 Ol food bar $170 mo 335
Derby St oft 7 th St Conlacl after 2pm
1

FORMANCE AT HALFTIMC AT THE SOBRACELET

aval now

GOTHIC LETTERWa

DON'T IMS THE FWIMRtTTt'S PER-

ID

T-SHIRTS DE$»0NED
CARTOONING

Sue CongraMnnona on your tavaaarng to

MANS HAIR DESIGN IS NOW WITH FIRST

3624494
Q«LS SILVER

Apt

WNTSTI

Norm N tound. (Weee cal ALLEN SCOTT.

LOST

BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION

I Dad 11) 3S70 Weat 143 St. Oeva . OH

LH

Hour*: Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00

TWlGN«w.J«»y«.>»«7

Anderson receives another football honor Grapplers set to square off with
Toledo at high noon tomorrow

NEW YORK (AP) - Quarterback
The soft-spoken Anderson prefers to
Ken Anderson, the National Football focus the attention elsewhere, priLeague passing champion for the marily upon his coaches, receivers
third time and driving force behind and offensive linemen. "It's a little
Cincinnati's resurgence, was named tough to give an individual award in a
yesterday The Associated Press Of- team sport," he said. "Those awards
fensive Player of the Year for the 1981 come because everybody has been
season.
playing well."
Still, he received the lion's share of
It was the second AP honor be- the attention from the nationwide
stowed upon the 11-year veteran this panel of 84 sports writers and broadweek. Earlier, the 11-year veteran out casteis, getting 40 votes to 21 by Tony
of Aueustana College in Illinois was Dorsett, the Dallas Cowboys' running
named The Associated Press Most back.
Valuable Player.
Anderson presided over the "worst-

to-first" leap of the Bengals, a 8-10
last-place team in the American Conference's Central Division a year ago
and the AFC team with the best
record, 12-4, in 1981.
His completion percentage of 62.6
was the AFC's highest and his interception rate of 2.1 percent was the
league's lowest. But precision has
always been his trademark. He holds
the NFL record for the best passing
percentage in a single game, 90.91
(completions on 20 of 22 passes)
against Pittsburgh in 1974.

SATURDAY NIGHT!

BGSU vs. C. MICHIGAN
8:00 p.m.
ANDERSON ARENA

Best haircut In town

(FALCON WOMEN PLAY AT 5:30)

Command Performance!

••>
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TICKETS ON SALE DAILY ATTH E
1 MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICI ■ •
B

for only $9.95?
WHERE?

Students & Golden Buckeye
Card participants pay less
at Command Performance!
Just $9.95 for shampoo &
haircut alone_ or 10% oti
reg price for shampoo, cut
& styling ALSO SAVE 10%
ON ANY OTHER SERVICE:
perm, coloring, skin care.
or hair removal. Open week
nights 'til 9_ Sat. 9 to 7_.
Sun. 12 to 5. Appointments
not needed, but recommended for permanents &
coloring. For more information, give us a caH.
We're in the Yelow Pages.

Command
Performance
The Hairstyling Place

A DULTGEN. ADMISSION
Y OUTH GEN. ADMISSION

$3.(X )
$2.(X )

1072 N. MAIN 352-6516

by Kermit Rowe
News Reporter
Whenever Bowling Green and Toledo get together in a sporting event,
you can bet that the intensity of the
rivalry will bring about a very entertaining contest no matter who is favored to win.
This Saturday's wrestling match
between BG and UT, to be held at
noon at Anderson Arena, will be no
exception. According to Falcon head
coach Pete Riesen, this match will
definitely be a gunfight at high noon
and when the smoke clears, he expects the results to be very close.
"Right now, I figure them winning
four matches and us winning four
matches, with two toss-ups, said
Riesen. "But things never really work
out that way come match time. They
match up real well with us in the
middle-weights, where our strength
lies."

Things should get rolling early, Falcon Invitational.
Riesen named Toledo as one of the
when the two "toss-ups" and "a very
critical match" will be wrestled by top four MAC powers this season, with
the time the first five weight classes Kent State, Northern Illinois, and
have met. According to Riesen, the Ohio University being the other three.
first "toss-up" should come at the 126- "If we keep the same attitude we have
pound weight class where BG's Mike now and stay away from injuries, I
Lehman will take on UT's Dan Jack- think we can be a contender also,"
setic. These two grapplers met earlier Riesen said. "If we can do a good job
this season in the Falcon Invitational against Toledo and have some surand Jacksetic won in a close match. prises along the way, we could really
move up in the MAC this year."
BG finished a dissappointing last in
THE SECOND "toss-up" will be at
the 150 weight class where BG's much last year's MAC tournament. The key
improved junior Mike Gerken will to tomorrow's match, or any match
wrestle Dick Lefler, who is moving for that matter, is that the guys who
down from 158. Lefler claimed first- lose cannot get pinned, according to
place in the Falcon Invitational by Riesen.
beating BG's Tom Bridges, 3-1, in the
finals of the 158 weight class.
"Normally Toledo underestimates
Riesen also called the 134 weight us," said Riesen. "Last year, we beat
class "very critical," where Bob Co- them for the first time in ten or twelve
latruglio will have a rematch with years (26-18). They think it was a
UT's Doug Finch. Finch decisioned fluke. We just want to prove to them
Colatruglio, 3-1, in the finals of the that it isn't."

More action tomorrow

MAC cage race in full swing now
KENT (AP) - Kent State's Golden
Flashes, in only their second MidAmerican Conference game of the
season this Saturday night, could take
a big step toward their first firstdivision conference finish in more
than a decade.
Kent State, picked to finish seventh
in a pre-season MAC poll, awaits
conference title favorite Ball State.
The two share the league lead with
Bowling Green, Miami and Eastern
Michigan.
In other games Saturday, Central
Michigan (0-1) plays at Bowling
Green (1-0). Miami (1-0) at Northern
Illinois (0-1), Ohio University (0-1) at
Eastern Michigan (1-0) and Western
Michigan (0-1) at Toledo (0-1).

last in four of the last eight years. The
Flashes have settled for below .500
records in each of the last nine MAC
campaigns.
Ball State, meanwhile, whipped
Northern Illinois 734» Wednesday
night to live up to its pre-season
expectations. C.C. Fullove, a 6-foot-5
MAC STANDINGS
Bowling Green

O

Boll Stale

0

Kent Stale
Eastern Michigan

0

0
0

Miami
Northern Illinois

0

1

Ohio

0

1

Western Michigan

0

1

If the Flashes handle Ball State, Central Michigan
0
1
Kent State would at least remain tied
0
1
Toledo
for the league lead. That would be
ratified air for a school that has not
finished as high as third since the 1972 senior forward whom Coach Steve
team went 6-4 in a six-member MAC Yoder calls the best shooter he ever
had, scored 21 points to lead the
race.
KSU HAS finished last or tied for Cardinals.

Kenny Howell was KSU's opening
night hero. The 6-foot senior guard hit
a jump shot with one second remaining in overtime for the Flashes' 54-52
decision over Central Michigan.
Northern Illinois, picked to finish
second to Ball State, must rebound
against Miami's surprising Redskins
or face the prospect of dropping two
games off the league-leading pace.
Miami ended its four-game losing
spell in impressive fashion, routing
highly-regarded Toledo 92-80. "We
needed a game like this to start believing in ourselves," Redskins'
Coach Darrell Hedric said.
Eastern Michigan, whose 8-3 overall start matches the best in the
conference by Toledo, survived three
Western Michigan shots in the final
moments to nudge the host Broncos,
71-70.
Bowling Green also returns home
against Central Michigan Saturday
after bagging an overtime triumph on
the roadTBill Faine's 23 points led the
Falcons' 68^5 victory at Ohio.

£••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

Getanew
slant on math.

"The Texas Instruments newTI-40 and TI-55-II calculators
have angled displays for easy-to-see-answers."
Thu slanted display makes these calculators
easier to use at arm's length-and that's just the
bejjinning. The economical TI-40, with built-in
functions like trig, stat, logs, roots,
reciprocals and more, will help you
through math and science coursesespecially since it comes with the
informative book.Understanding
Calculator Math.
The book explains how to use
the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common problems.
If you're an advanced math
or science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-I I, which
comes with the Calculator Decision-Making
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step
programmability, multiple memories,
scientific and statistical operations,
conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.
An extremely powerful calculator, at an excellent price.
Both calculators have LCD
displays, long battery life
and fit right in your pocket.
TI-40 and TI-55-1I calculators. Two new slants on math
from Texas Instruments. f~\^
Look for them wherever \j£"
calculators are sold.
\^

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

|
I

COMING THIS
MONDAY NIGHT
JAN. 11
WFAL and Renee's Present:

"ROCK-NIGHT"
WINTER '82
Bus service to Renee's leaving the Student Union
Oval at 8:00, 9:00, and 10:00 p.m. Return trips a
number of times throughout the evening... Also
Remember there are plenty of 'ROCK' specials all
night long once at Renee's! See you there!

Your BG ID will get you in FREE!
?•••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••*
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Sports—
Falcons host Chlppewas tomorrow
by Joe Menzer
sports editor
If tomorrow's 8 p.m. basketball
game between Bowling Green and
Central Michigan in Anderson Arena
is anything like the last two meetings
the two teams had, the game will
probably be a bit more high scoring
than BG's 68-65 overtime win over
Ohio University, Wednesday night.
Higher scoring perhaps, but it will
be tough to top the OU game for
excitement. The game's outcome was
in doubt until the final seconds of
overtime, when BG's Bill Szabo
sealed the important Mid-American
Conference win for the Falcons with
four clutch free throws in the final 36
seconds.
"That was a big, big win for us,"
BG head coach John Weinert said. "If
you lose two games back-to-back in
overtime (BG lost 82-78 in overtime to
Yale in the Blade-Glass City Classic),
it's tough to bring any team back."
BG's win over the Bobcats was its

first win in three tries on the road this pace, when he averaged 20.8 points
season. It took the Falcons until the per game.
18th game of the season last year to
"He's the guy they look for all of the
win their first road contest.
time. He's a great shooter." Weinert
"That was nice to win on the road said. "He's an offensive threat anylike that. That's a real good way to time, any place, anywhere."
start the conference season," Weinert
But McLaughlin is virtually the
said.
only returning CMU player with any
BUT WHILE BG and OU played a playing experince. His supporting
tough, physcial game that was tied 57 cast is inexperienced to say the least.
all after regulation, past BG-CMU
CMU, 6-5 overall, was picked last in
Sames have more closely resembled a the MAC pre-season media poll, but
ay at the races. Last year, the Fal- nearly defeated Kent State on the
cons outran the Chippewas both times road Wednesday night. The Flashes,
the two clubs met, edging CMU 96-94 held on to win by a point in overtime.
in Anderson Arena and 90-80 in Mt.
"THEY'RE KIND of a hard team to
Pleasant.
judge. They beat Wisconsin, but the
The Chippewas are a very different rest of their non-conference oppoteam this season, however. CMU nents were pretty weak," Weinert
coach Dick Partitt lost the bulk of last said. "But I feel that the fact that they
year's 12-14 team, including four almost beat Kent State shows that
starters and five of his top six scorers. they have some talent."
One returner that promises to proThe Falcons have another nemisis
vide excitement, though, is 6-foot to contend with tomorrow - injuries.
guard Melvin McLaughlin, who is Powerful forward Lamar Jackson
currently the MAC's leading scorer injured his hip against OU and may
and is ahead of last year's scoring not start. Also, Wednesday night's

leers at Northern
for crucial series

star. Bill Faine, Injured his left hand
in practice yesterday and may not
play at all.
Faine scored a career-high 23 points
against the Bobcats.
"(Starting center) John Flowers
came up to me after the game, put his
arm around me, pointed at Bill and
told me, "That man deserves to start.
He won the game for us.' That says an
awful lot about John Flowers," Weinert said. "In this day and age, it's
very rare for a basketball player to
say someone else deserves to start
ahead of him. I've coached 20 years
and never had that happen."

Bowling Green's red-hot hockey
team returns to action in a big
Central Collegiate Hockey Association series, tonight and tomorrow,
against Northern Michigan at
Lakeview Arena in Marquette,
Mich., where the Falcons have not
won a game in nearly two years.
The Falcons recently cracked
the nation's top ten in three different hockey polls, while Northern
Michigan has been in the top ten
since near the beginning of the
season.
The Falcons are third in the
CCHA with a 9-4-1 league mark and
need a sweep of the two-game
series to move ahead of Northern
Michigan in the standings. The
Wildcats are 10-4 in league play
and 13-7 overall. BG has won 11 of
its last 12 games and is now 11-8-1
overall.
The Wildcats, defending CCHA
champions and a participant in the
NCAA Final Four last season, are
paced by forwards Dave Mogush
and Eric Ponath and the steady
Soaltending of Bruno Campese and
eff Poeschl. Campese and Poeschl
usually split time as netminders
and own 3.46 and 3.88 goals against
averages, respectively. NMU has

Unfortunately, Weinert may no
longer have the liberty to make such a
decision regarding his starting lineup.
Weinert said that he originally
thought Faine's hand was broken, but
that X-rays came up negative.
"It's not broken, but I still don't
know if he'll play," he said. "He's
more questionable than Lamar right

Bengals, Chargers different in many respects
CINCINNATI (AP) - The contrasts
between the San Diego Chargers and
the Cincinnati Bengals, the opponents
in Sunday's American Football Conference championship game, are
striking.
The Chargers' coach is Don Coryell.
He runs a loose ship. He has been
known to show up late for his own
meetings.
The Bengals' coach is Forrest
Gregg. He runs a tight ship, almost
military-like. Jackets and ties are
mandatory on road trips.
The Chargers' quarterback is Dan
Fouts. His passes are bombs, a
"more-is-better" passer. If he doesn't
set a record for his number of throws
or their distance, he's had an off-day,
or an off-year.
The Bengals' quarterback is Ken
Anderson. He is precision personified,
a three-time passing champion in the
National Football League (including
the 1981 season), who also owns the
record for the best passing percentage in a game.
The Chargers' receivers specialize

the AFC Western Division title.
The Bengals' defense was fourth
overall in the conference, but only
ninth against the pass. It allowed 304
points. But Cincinnati scored 421,
enough to give the team a 12-4 record,
the best in the AFC.
The teams met once during the 1981
season and played a game of rolereversal. The Bengals were the explosive entity as Anderson passed for 444
yards in a 40-17 romp.

not so much in yardage as is mileage.
Ten AFC receivers gained more than
1,000 yards during the 1981 season
San Diego had three of them (Charlie
Joiner, 1,188 yards; Wes Chandler, 1,142, and Kellen Winslow, 1,085).
THE BENGALS had one - rookie
Cris ('oil ins worth, who sneaked in
with 1,009 yards.
The Chargers, for all their vaunted
air superiority, also gained 2,005
yards rushing this season (eighth in
the conference) led by Chuck Muncie's 1,144 yards (second in the AFC)
and rookie James Brooks' 525 yards.
The Bengals were ninth in the AFC
in rushing with 1,973 yards. Pete
Johnson was their leader with 1,077
yards.
Defensively, the Chargers were survivors - barely. They were next-tolast in the conference in defense,
ahead of only Baltimore. Their
league-high 478 points scored overcame the 390 they allowed and helped
them finish with a 10-6 record and win

GREGG SAID the rout at San Diego
was relatively meaningless.
•'This is what happened: we jumped
on them early, got the turnovers and
an interception (a 103-yard runback
by Louis Breeden) that turned the
tide. Otherwise, that game was a lot
closer than the score indicated. I
never relaxed during the whole game
and the players didn't either, ' he
said.
Each team won an opening-round
playoff game last weekend.
Saturday, the Chargers rolled up a
24-0 lead over Miami in the first

Going on to Medical School?
THE U S NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE
FOR
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

NAVY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
280 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Jim Gibson 352-7236 or on campus.
Chuck Means 372-0359

INC.

THE FALCONS have a goaltender of their own that has been
tough to score on. Junior goalie
Mike David has not given up more
than three goals since a Dec. 4
game against league-leading Michigan State in East Lansing, Mich.,
and has lowered his goals against
average to 3.72.
Offensively, BG is led by Brian
Hills and George McPhee, who are
both among the CCHA leaders in
scoring. Hills has 18 goals and 18
assists for 36 points and McPhee is
close behind with 12 goals and 19
assists for 31 points.
McPhee is fifth on BG's all-time
scoring list and could climb into
fourth place this weekend. McPhee
currently has 218 career points,
just four behind the fourth leading
all-time scorer, Mike Bartley. The
senior co-captain needs 17 points to
become the leading scorer in BG
history.
Starting time for tonight's game
is 8 p.m., while tomorrow's night's
rematch is slated for 7:30 p.m.
Both games will be broadcast by
WKIQ (93 FM) of Bowling Green.

period but couldn't hold it. The Dolphins ultimately went ahead 38-31 and
were driving toward what might have
been a clinching field goal or touchdown with barely four minutes to go
when rookie Andra Franklin fumbled.
The Chargers regained possession,
Fouts tied it in the final minute of
regulation with a 9-yard touchdown
Sass to Brooks, and San Diego won 41I in overtime.

Sports brief.

SUNDAY, THE Bengals built a 14-0
lead over Buffalo, but the Bills rallied
to tie the score, 14-14, and later at 2121. After Cincinnati went ahead again
on Anderson's 16-yard touchdown
pass to CoUinsworth with 10:30 to
play, Buffalo was driving toward a
potential tying score.
But a delay-of-game penalty on
fourth down wiped out a completion
from Joe Ferguson to Lou Piccone,
good enough for a first down at the
Cincinnati 14-yard line with less than
three minutes to play, another fourthdown pass failed, and the Bengals
held on for a 28-21 victory.

Bowling Green's gymnastics team
continued in its winning tradition ovei
Christmas break, finishing second in
a field of four teams at the University
of Illinois in Champaign, 111. The
Falcons defeated Iowa State and Central Illinois, while dropping a meet to
host Illinois. The Fighting Mini went
on to win the overall match.
Freshman Jill Slomskv, with the
highest overall individual scores this
season, won the balance beam competition, while sophomore Laurie Garee
won the floor exercise and senior
team captain Karin Kemper placed

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestyles available

ATTENTION SENIORS

yet to lose on its home ice with
freshman Campese in goal.

second in the same event.
The team's performance at Illinois,
along with a season opening win over
Mid-American Conference foe Eastern Michigan, put the Falcons into
first place among MAC teams in total
points scored, ahead of defending
champion Kent State.
Tomorrow, BG coach Charles Simpson and his gymnasts take their 4-1
record to Kalamazoo, Mich., to compete against Western Michigan University. The Broncos finished fourth
of seven participants in last season's
MAC championship.
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"University Village and
University Court s
Apartments
(Located at the corner of Clough and
Mercer streets I block south of campus)

Woman In Business
Ice Skating Party - TONIGHT

Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments
within walking distance to shopping,
campus activities and movie theatres.

Meet at 8 (("clock in
Presidents Lounge
at ICE ARENA

Student rental applications for '82-83 school
year will be accepted starting Feb. I, 1982.
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water.
Rental applications may be obtained at
Amherst Village Apartments. (Rental Office)
1520CloughSt.
352-016.3
Office Hours: 9-5

-*?**.
VSj

Beer and Subs will be served
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RUTH GORDON
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Mtt&Bf
Fromrh*
creator of
-Silver Streak"
and
"foul Hoy"

What a Hitman would
do CM- IAHV is
bewmd all Human
Hn life WAS every woman's i.mtaty
Hn love waa every man'* desire.
Now. ahe'a back.. for the final act.
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JOVSOFAWOMAN
^NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED!
^'PICTURE ID REQUIRED!

INTERESTED IN
STUDYING LAW ?
Meet with a representative of the
University of Toledo
College of Law
Wednesday. January 13, 1982
From 1:00 pm to 9:00 pm
in the Taft Room
3rd Floor Student Union

M^

WANTED: ESCORTS
♦ Call
Commuter
Off
372-0360
Campus
Organization
rf«—M^t—■*«—■W—

Cinema Ul
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Escape!
Spend your spring break '82
in the exotic

BSHdMdS
March 19-27,1982

Cost: $475/person based on quad occupancy
plus $10 refundable damage deposit
Includes: transportation and lodging
in the beautiful Atlantis Hotel
See your UAO Travel Agent NOW to sign
up in the UAO Office 3rd Floor Union, by Jan. 18.
Minimum 25 must sign up. Prices subject to change.
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